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Risk Management News
June is National Safety Month. The purpose of
National Safety Month is to raise reduce injuries
through awareness of injury causes.
To improve your own personal safety:
 Start by taking the “Personalized Safety
Checkup” which is linked below the chart.
 Then review your “Safety Snapshot” to see what
the leading causes of injury are for you.
 Finally, review your behaviors to identify high
risk habits, and work to eliminate them. Focus on
behaviors that increase risk or severity of injury,
such as not wearing a seatbelt, texting while
driving, etc. Specific safety questions can be sent
to Risk Management at
HR@BonnerCountyID.gov.
Chart: Total Unintentional Deaths

Get a Personalized Safety
Checkup here:
https://www.nsc.org/forms/safety
checkup.aspx
4 Days Since Last Injury

62 Days Since Last Lost Time Injury
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The National Safety Council released information on fatal accident trends.
The charts below show unintentional deaths by age groups (1 year olds on the
left, 41 year olds in the middle, and 81 year olds on the right). The four charts
are the statistics from 1984, 194, 2004, and 2014.
The charts show several trends.
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First, auto accident deaths are highest for the 18-31 year olds, then drop quickly and plateau by age 41.
Overall, auto accidents continued to drop from 1984 to 2014.
Next, falls are low for all age groups except those over 70, these causes are rising greatly since 2004.
Finally, accidental poisonings (mostly substance abuse related) were very low in 1984, but suddenly
increased over the years to be the leading cause of unintentional deaths by 2014. Remarkably, this cause of
death appears to impact all age groups from 21 years of age to 70 year olds.
In summary: when you are a young adult; focus on safe driving. For young adult to pre-retirement don’t
abuse drugs, and for the elderly remove fall hazard exposures.
Stay Safe!

